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Notice to the Candidates for Scrutiny of Documents for the post of TGT 
English (ROH), Advt. No. 9/2015, Cat. No. 01  

 

  In continuation of Notice dated 04.06.2022 and 21.07.2022 to the 

Candidates for Scrutiny of Documents  for the post of TGT English (ROH) 

against advt. No.9/2015 Cat No. 01 of Elementary Education, Haryana, the 

Commission has decided to call the candidates having roll number 72125295, 

72125735, 72222945, 72222967, 72223794, 72225497, 72120220, 72120282, 72120508, 

72124307, 72124509, 72220674, 72222945, 72222967, 72223794, 72225497, 72225696, 

72221676  for re-verification of document due to  submission of incomplete 

documents at the time of scrutiny of documents. 

2.  The scrutiny of documents of the above mentioned candidates 

will be held on 25.07.2022. The candidates are advised to report at 09.00 

A.M. in the Commission Office, Sector-2, Panchkula. They are also directed 

to bring all original documents, set of attested copies of all documents, self 

attested copy of downloaded Application Form and filled scrutiny form. 

Scrutiny form is to be downloaded from website and to be submitted at the 

time of scrutiny along with documents. 

3.    It is important to note that after the scrutiny of documents if a 

candidate is found eligible it will not confer any right of interview and 

candidates only falling within twice the number of vacancies above shall be 

called for interview. Candidates who have been already interviewed will not 

be interviewed again. 

4.    No further opportunity for scrutiny will be given. Candidates 

shall be themselves responsible if they choose to remain absent for scrutiny. 

Candidature of all absentee candidates will be cancelled and no 

representation in this regard will be entertained. If  any candidate who were 

interviewed earlier and now choose to be absent in Scrutiny of Documents, 

those candidates will be ousted from the further selection process for the 

above mentioned post. 

5.   The list of absentee candidates is available on the web-site 

www.hssc.gov.in of the Commission. 

 

Note: - Other terms and conditions are same as mentioned in Notice dated 

04.06.2022 and 21.07.2022.  

              Sd/- 

        Secretary, 

Dated Panchkula,           Haryana Staff Selection Commission, 
the 22nd July, 2022     Panchkula. 
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